May 20, 2021

What’s New in Xactimate™

Xactimate XactScope

We have added a new tab in Sketch for automated estimation called XactScope

XactScope systematically and intuitively guides the user through the scoping of certain loss types while adhering to profile-specific guidelines and industry-accepted practices.

The initial release of XactScope includes available scripts for Roof and Exteriors as well as Water Mitigation. Additional updates to script functionality and type are planned.

XactScope for Roofs & Exteriors

Automate the entire exterior of any structure through a guided script of questions. Each question set is specific to the selected object in Sketch and will add all appropriate line items and sub items to your estimate. Using the right quantities and actions.

- Select roof facets or entire roof for removal or replacement
- Scripts include all pipe jacks, turtle vents, felt, ice and water barrier and automatically apply steep charges as warranted.
- Account for exterior walls containing wainscoting or material differences.
- Apply siding, paint trim, gutters, weather stripping and more.
XactScope for Water Mitigation

Automate your water mitigation estimate while following the IICRC S500, based on the category and class of water.

- All annotations clearly depict which line item is being used.
- Every estimate is created in the same order to facilitate review.
- All line items correspond to the room in which they were placed.
- Graphically show your drying plan with new equipment icons. Define the Affected Areas of the structure. Set your drying zones. Set your mitigation barriers and more.

Xactimate mobile now supports the Water Mitigation script, allowing you to
- Place your equipment
- Place your moisture readings
- Monitor and track your drying progress
Accessing XactScope

Starting June 29, 2021, Xactimate SmartScope will be available to users in the Xactimate Professional subscription platform contact Xactware sales at 800-424-9228.